TURKISH FILM SCREENINGS

Propaganda
February 5th at 2:00
Room 249, Cathedral

Based on a true story set in 1948, customs officer Mehti is faced with the duty of formally setting up the border between Turkey and Syria, dividing his hometown. He is unaware of the pain that will unfold, as families, languages, cultures and lovers are both ripped apart.

A.R.O.G.
February 19th at 2:00
Room 249, Cathedral

From prominent Turkish comedian Cem Yılmaz. Arif, a used carpet salesman, is fooled by the evil Commander Logar and sent a million years back in time. He must civilize people from the past in order to return to the future.

Istanbul Tales
(Anlat İstanbul)
February 26th at 2:00
Room 249, Cathedral

A drama-anthology film, which tells five interconnected stories set in modern-day Istanbul based on various fairytales. The film won several awards, including Best Film at the 24th International Istanbul Film Festival.

Ay Lav Yu
March 19th at 2:00
Room 249, Cathedral

When Yusuf's son Ibrahim returns home to the tiny Turkish village of Tünne after studying in the US, he has a big surprise for everyone: he's engaged to Jessica, a blonde American. A Turkish comedy with multicultural aspirations.

Bliss
(Mutluluk)
March 26th at 2:00
Room 249, Cathedral

Condemned to death to salvage her family's honor, a young rape victim escapes to a seaside town with the man tasked with her execution.

All film screenings will be accompanied by light refreshments. Films will be shown with English subtitles in Room 249 CL.

Film screenings are intended for Turkish Language students.